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Overall Comments 

Part three of this module has focused on the importance of being visually literate through 

exploring visual dynamics, using collage and understanding how to work with colour. Overall 

your response to part three has been steady; you’ve been undertaking some excellent 

research and are beginning to effectively embed this within your own design thinking. For the 

next part you will focus on the visual language of type and alongside this should continue to 

make more direct reference to designers throughout the development and construction of 

your work and further consider and explore where analogue or digital is the most effective 

method for your outcomes. 

  

Project: Visual literacy 

You were asked to look at the visual languages used by other graphic designers and to 

develop a visual diary that reflected on your own. Your log of key designers is great – I’ve 

enjoyed reading your insights and personal response to the work of these designers and 

implore you to keep this up. You are doing all the right things with your visual diary and it’s 

great to see things in here which you’ve been collecting or drawn to for a while. This gives 

the collection a certain integrity where visual themes are already occurring. The more you 

compile, the more you will come to understand the type of design you wish to create whilst 

building up an archive of inspiration, so please keep this up. 

 

Project: Reading images 

You were asked to develop an alternative symbol for a chosen concept. This is a well 

documented task where you follow a methodical process from research to sketch to 

checking your audience to digital refinement. I particularly like your mother and child 

alternative symbol for love and that you took the time and opportunity to learn some more 

illustrator techniques (bonus points for referencing calvert and writing this up in your 

designers’ archive – perhaps you might also like to add Peter Saville to this [you will 

hopefully see why]). 

 

 

 



Project: Visual dynamics 

Exploring arranging visual elements within a composition, you were asked to create a series 

of light bulb designs. I love your thumbnails for this; your drawings are dynamic, fun and 

creative. You have gone a little off-track for the exercise in terms of perhaps distorting the 

images rather than just working with scale, composition and visual dynamics however you’ve 

got some lovely ideas in there and have picked up all the elements of the task along the 

way. You could afford to go more extreme with all your elements – remember what you said 

about the tension in the FNAC logo in your visual diary? – taking your images beyond the 

frame can have a dramatically graphic effect so something to try in future work.  

 

Project: Understanding colour 

This project explored how colour works, you were asked to put this into practice by matching 

pairs of colours against a range of concepts. Fantastic to hear you’re reading Itten, you are a 

very studious student Nuala! This is another well-undertaken and explored task that is laying 

some excellent groundwork for exploring colour within your work.  

 

Project: Working with colour 

You were asked to create a series of designs for guidebooks. I think this task shows your 

own preference towards pictorial imagery which has a clear visual legibility. Where your 

images have become over-simplified and you lose an anchor or means of justification the 

images seem to lack a satisfaction for you. I think this task is not about right or wrong but 

more to do with discovering where the line could be drawn between graphic reduction and 

the thoroughly abstract… and most importantly, where you might enjoy working on this 

scale! There’s some great colour exploration here alongside broad exploration of shape. I 

think the Manchester image feels the least effective – what about artists like Lowry? – what 

palette and shapes are his images made up of? Could you form some of these simple 

shapes in illustrator and then scatter them and rearrange them and would the image still 

denote a feel Manchester. Your Montreal and Madrid images feel most sophisticated in their 

refinement. Including Fletcher’s work at the end summaries nicely a knowledge of the 

purpose of this task being related to understanding simple graphic form and language. I also 

rather like your Managua image! Whilst you might not like the refinement of this, there’s 

something about using the triangles in a pattern that has a lively dynamic that starts to 

remind me of central american primitive folk art or pattern.  

 

Project: Photomontage and collage 

You were asked to make a montage with a political message,. You’ve chosen a poignant 

subject matter befitting the use of photomontage. Your tagline is strong and the combination 

of words and images are beginning to work to illustrate your idea. I think perhaps more 

examination of the semiotic readings of each of your elements may be useful. For the 

collage artist, this process is a lot about a painstaking selection of imagery – from the 

cutting’s specific depiction, to the context of where these images are extracted from (a 

tabloid, a documentary photograph, a specific era or place for example). The crux is for the 

images to read as if words on the page. For your image to work I think the pictorial elements 

that must be present in the illustration include : 

 

symbols of 

- Impoverished childhood (as this is a sensitive subject, this might need to be 

anonymous/from behind/a toy in place of a child etc) 



- an exterior/ uninviting context 

- the suggestion of a visit from santa / or Christmas in general.  

What symbols have other artists used to depict homelessness in collage, editorial or 

marketing? 

 

Feedback on assignment 

Assignment three drew on what you have learnt about visual languages and dynamics by 

producing a poster that celebrates a colour of your choice, using only your chosen colour, 

complimentary colour and black and white. It seems the previous task has given you a 

passion to put your new found montage skills to political use! I am in agreement that there’s 

a strong quality to your original collage image – making the sea up out of all those tiny 

fragments is effective (however to me these elements look like ice melting in water and I 

read it as if the tropical fish was too cold to stand the water!) Of the other designs it’s your 

burning world which I find the most striking – there’s a simplicity to this and the two different 

colours work together. I think there was good occasion here to repeat the lightbulb task and 

draw up some more thumbnails in your sketchbook and work through your compositions: 

how could scale and more dramatic placement of text have worked to give your work more 

of a graphic feel? Here’s your some of your elements after I’ve done a quick, crude version 

of the lightbulb task on them to help consider a more balanced composition: 

 …  

 

What typography could you choose that might visually reference a protest? 

  

Sketchbooks 

You’re bringing in a lot more of your sketchbook into your work – keep this up and keep it 

consistent for your tasks and you’ll find it brings a world of benefits.  

 

 

 

  



Learning Logs or Blogs / Critical essays 

Your learning logs set a great example on the course, your research is thorough and you are 

deeply questioning. Try to unpick a little more how you think the designers whose work you 

are looking at is constructed – through what methods and which visual dynamics? Use these 

ways of working as inspiration or direct reference for composition or the stylisation of your 

work.  

  

  

Suggested viewing/reading 

  

There are two videos I’d love you to watch in preparation for thinking about part four: Firstly, 

if you haven’t seen Helvetica the film, it’s a must. Secondly, there’s a very insightful lecture 

in terms of practice by Jessica Hische here who is a great example of a typographer who 

works in both analogue and digital for her finished work. 

 

Mira Schendal, www.typographicposters.com , http://www.experimentaltypography.com 

could all be very useful. 

  

Pointers for the next assignment 

In the next assignment you will focus on typography, a must for all graphic designers. This is 

a good opportunity to explore further how type is a crucial part of the costume that makes 

your design convincing. In addition to this, ensure you make direct reference to designers for 

your inspiration and in the creation of your work and continue to expand on and uncover 

where analogue or digital processes give you the strongest results for your work.  

 

  

Tutor name:  Beth Dawson 

Date  5th February 2017 

Next assignment due  19th March 2017 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUSmT77mKxA&list=PL0wJlObh__AvVcq6sji2KgBuGomgcCaix
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RWKVj0lDIE
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